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Our aim in this paper is to study the Gauchy-Signorini problem and the 
periodic Signorini problem for a class of linear viscoelastic materials with aging 
and fading memory defined in Section 1. 
In classical linear elasticity with infinitesimal displacements the Signorini 
problem corresponds to contact without friction and gives rise to unilateral 
boundary conditions studied with variational inequalities (see [12] and its 
bibliography). 
The results obtained in Section 3 for the Cauchy-Signorini problem complete 
the work of Duvaut [I I] for hereditary linear viscoelastic materials with fading 
memory but the study of the periodic Signorini problem seems new even in this 
particular case. A particular feature of the periodic problem for Maxwell-type 
materials, whose constitutive laws can be written 
s(t) = sL F(t, T) (e(t) - e(7)) dT, 
--m 
comes from the remark that a strain e(t) = olt + p(t) with p T-periodic (T > 0) 
gives rise to a T-periodic stress. The asymptotic character of the periodic 
problem allows us in this case to reduce the periodic Signorini problem to a 
weakly coupled system of variational inequalities with a nonunique solution 
studied in Section 4. 
The particularly significant example of cracks due to cyclic thermal fatigue 
is studied in Section 5.2 (for more details on this problem see [5, 61). 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
1.1. Let Q be a bounded connected open set in R” (in practice one 
takes n = 2 or n = 3) with boundary iX0 sufficiently smooth. Let a,Q be a closed 
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subset of aQ with (n - I)-measure >O. Let Y = (vr ,..., v,) be the unit normal 
to aJ2 exterior to Q. N’(Q;2)” is the set of fields of displacements u :_- (ur ,..., u,) 
with ui E W(Q), i = l,..., n; W(Q) is th e usual Sobolev space. For their prop- 
erties see [17, 21, 251. 
If u E P(sZy then the trace you on aQ is well defined and ‘you E H1/2(8Q)n; 
then u,,, = IF=, ‘yo~+~ E H1/2(%Q) is the normal component of the trace of the 
displacement on aQ. 
Let V = {V E H’(Q)‘“; ‘yov = 0 on a,Q and v,v = 0 on a2Q), where 8,Q is a 
closed subset of aQ with (n - l)- measure 20 (if meas (a$) = 0 then the 
condition v, = 0 must be dropped in the definition of V), and let Y be equip- 
ped with’ the Hilbertian structure induced by W(0)“. 
Let 8 be the space of tensor strain fields, i.e., of symmetric matrices 
e = (~)~,~=r,..,,~ with ejj ELM and let 9’ be the space of tensor stress fields, 
i.e., of symmetric matrices s = (s~~)~.~;,,..,,~ with sij ELM. The spaces d and 
9’ form a dual system with the separating bilinear form 
(e, s) = i [ eij(x) sij(x) dx, 
i.j=j -fl 
(1.1) 
which represents, from a mechanical point of view, the opposite of the work of 
the stress s in the deformation e. From a mathematical point of view d may be 
identified to 9, and then (1.1) re p resents the scalar product; we denote by 
j/ . // the corresponding norm in d or .Y’. 
The load space dip and the space V are in duality with respect to the separating 
bilinear form <v, ~1) which represents the work of the strength 9 under the 
displacement u; if 9 := (J h), wheref is a regular volume force distributed in 9 
and h is a regular surface force on o?Q\a,Q having only a tangential component 
on a,Q (this means that xi &(x) vi(x) = 0 for a.e. x E a&), then 
It is easy to see that this formula is true when f, E L2(Q) and 12, E L2f%2\\a,Q) but 
its validity can be extended to a much more general situation, at least when both 
boundaries of a,Q and a,G’ are regular in aQ. 
D will denote the symmetric gradient operator 
D” E (ii((auilaxj) i- (aujlaxi)))i.j~l,...~~~ . 
It is a linear continuous operator from W(Q)% into 8. Thanks to Korn’s inequal- 
ity and to the fact that meas (a,Q) > 0, D is a one-to-one bicontinuous mapping 
from V onto D-Y- and DV is closed in & (see, e.g., [12, Chap. 31). 
Let tD denote the transpose of D, defined by 
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It is easy to see that tlI is linear, continuous and onto; formally, fDs == g, means 
(we use the following classical notation: s,~ = xTFj sijvivj , siT ~-7 Cy=, sijvj - 
s,~L’~ , and sT = (siT)) 
- f (6jaxj) sij = fi in R, (1.4) 
j-.1 
and the methods of Lions and Magenes [21] render this interpretation rigorous. 
For a more detailed analysis of the duality and the virtual work principle, 
see [23, 241. 
1.2. In the following we consider a linear aging viscoelastic material 
with fading memory’ whose constitutive law can be written, at least formally, as 
s(x, t) = [K(x, t) -C G(x, t, t)] e(x, t) - 1” (aG’&) (x, t, T) e(x, T) do, (1.7) L-72 
where 
(H 1) K is a measurable bounded fourth-order tensor field defined on Q x R 
a.e. satisfying the symmetry relations 
(H2) G, called the relaxation function, is a measurable bounded fourth-order 
tensor field defined on 9 x R x R satisfying a.e. the symmetry relations 
the asymptotic relation 
and such that (aG/&) (x, t, T) exists for a.e. (x, t, T) E Q x R x R, is measurable 
and bounded; moreover, there exists a nonnegative numerical function f deJined and 
integrabze on R, such that,for a.e. (x, t) E Q x R and a.e. 7 < t i(aG/&) (2, t, T)I 
< f(t - T).” 
From nozcj on we write F(x, t, T) instead of (aG/&) (s, t, T). 
1 The general form of the constitutive equations of linear viscoelastic materials with 
fading memory can be found in [9, 10, 151; a material where the aging phenomena are 
now widely studied is concrete (see [I-3, 81). 
y If A is a fourth-order tensor then 1 A ! denotes its norm. 
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Let us remark that the asymptotic condition (1.8) is not a restrictive one; 
indeed if (1.8) is not satisfied but the limit of G(t, T) for T + --co exists we 
merely replace K(t) by K(t) + G(t, -co). 
From (H2) it follows that 
G(x, t, T) = St F(x, t, T) do 
--9 (1.9) 
and so we can write (1.7) as 
s(x, t) = K(x, t) e(x, t) + It F(x, t, T) [e(x, t) - e(x, T)] dT. (1.10) 
--m 
1.3. In order to better understand the hypothesis that is made in the 
following we now outline a simple rheological model corresponding to (1.7). It is 
obtained by coupling a spring of stiffness K(t) with a usual Maxwell element of 
stiffness P(t) and viscosity I’(t); see Fig. 1, where K, P, and I’ are sufficiently 
smooth functions oft. If we suppose that e(t) and s(t) are zero in a neighborhood 
of--oowehaveforalltER 
s(t) = K(t) e(t) + (’ G(t, T) (de/dT) (7) dr, 
-m 
where G(t, T) is the relaxation function of the Maxwell element defined by the 
following system for all 7, t E R. 
(a/at) [P-‘(t) G(t, T)] + V-l(t) G(t, T) = 0, 
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Let us also point out that the uniform asymptotic stability of system (1.11) 
implies the existence of ci , ca > 0 such that 
l(Wa~) (6 ~)l < cl exp(--c,(t - T)), for t > 7. (1.12) 
Moreover, (H2) is satisfied. 
The Maxwell element can also be treated with the help of a hidden variable 
(see [16]): 
4) = w> (e(t) - E(t)), 
sl(q == V(t) (d5/dt), 
(1.13) 
and then (1.7) can be written s = s1 + sa with sa given by sa(t) = K(t) e(t). 
One can also ask oneself if (1.7) comes from such a model; the following 
result seems interesting (where the x variable has been omitted for simplicity). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let s be given by (1.7) h w ere G satisjes (1.9) with G(t, t) 
invertible. If F(t, T) is smooth enough and veri$es for all t E R and all T < t the 
equation 
@F/at) (t, T) - [St @F/at) (t, T) dT] G-l@, t) F(t, T) = 0, 
--m 
(1.14) 
then s = s1 + s2 with s1 given by (1.13) where P(t) = G(t, t) and V(t) = 
G-‘(t, t)F(t, t) G-l(t, t), and s2(t) = K(t) e(t). 
Indeed one need only put t(t) = G-l(t, t) lfm F(t, T) e(T) dT and to carefully 
make the computations. 
Condition (1.14) is always satisfied for functions of the type 
F(t, 7) = F,(t) F~(T), 
which are encountered in many practical applications (see, e.g., [2, 81). 
1.4. Thanks to (HI) and (H2) for any e E 8 we can consider the func- 
tions defined in Q x R and Q x R x R: K(t, X) e(x), F(x, t, T) e(x), G(x, t, T) e(x) 
and all such functions belong to Y; hence the following linear and continuous 
operators from & to ,Y are well defined. 
K(t): & 3 e ++ K(t) e E Y, 
F(t, 7): 8 3 e i--) F(t, T) e E Y, 
G(t, T): d 3 e + G(t, T) e E *Y, 
Moreover, they are measurable in their arguments and 
iI F(t, ~)ll :,G f(t - 7) for all 7 < t, 
G(t, t) ~~- \’ F(t, T) di-. 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
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In order to give a rigorous meaning to (I .10) as a Hilbertian law, written as 
s(t) = K(t) e(t) t I F(r, T) [e(t) - e(T)] d7, 
--a 
and connecting the history of the stress field s(t) to the history of the strain 
field e(t) we must specify the regularity of the dependence on t of these fields. 
Toward this goal we remark first of all that if e EL&JR; c?),~ then the function 
R x R 3 (1, T) w F(t, T) e(r) E Y 
is integrable on every measurable bounded subset of {(t, T) E R x R; T < t]; 
moreover, if e(t) is T-periodic (T > 0), i.e., e(t + T) = e(t), then F(t, T) e(T) 
is also integrable onto every subset of the type {(t, 7) E R x R; 7 < t and 
-co<t,<t<t,<+co}. 
L2(]t, , t,[; 6) andLYlt, , f.S; .v) d enote the Hilbert space of square integrable 
functions defined in ItI , t2[ with values in G and 9, whose norm is denoted by 
Iii . llh,,t,); the duality between these spaces is given by (e, s)(~,,~,) = 
$: (4th s(t)> dt. 
LEMMA 1 .l. Let e E L&JR; 8); then for all t, E R, aZZ t* > 0, and all 
t, E ]-co, to[ the functims 
Pa T to +- t*[ 3 t i--t s t F(t, 7) e(T) d7, to 
to 
]tu ) to + t*[ 3 t F+ 
s 
F(t, T) ~$7) d7 
h& 
are in L2(]t0, to + t”[ ; Y) and we haze the estimates 
(1.17) 
(11 il F(t, 7) e(T) d7 /jltt 
0.0 * 
t +t ) G //I elll(tm,to) jot”‘*-‘~fP) de. 
If aZso e cL2(R-; 8’) then 
3 If X is B Hilbert space then y’ EL~,,(R; 9) if p t L’(]a, h[; 3’) for all cz, b E R. 
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If moreover e(t) is T-periodic (T > 0), then 
Pvoof. Since the proofs of all these estimates are of the same type, we only 
sketch the proof of (1.17). We have by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
and so 
from which (1.17) follows. Q.E.D. 
1.5. We now define for every to E R the linear operator 
%&> (t) = [K(t) + G(t, t)] e(t) - 1: F(t, T) e(7) dT. (1.18) 
From Lemma 1.1, Proposition 1.2 follows straightforwardly. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let t, E R and t* > 0 befixed; then Xt, is a linear continu- 




A, = sup /I K(t)11 + j --f (0) d0 + St’fts) do. 
teR 0 0 
As we are also interested in periodic problems we introduce the hypothesis 
(H3) K(x, t) and G(x, t, ) 7 are T-periodic, i.e., for a.e. (x, t) E l2 x R and 
(x, t, 7) t Q x R x R, K(x,t+-T)=K(x,t) and G(x,t+T,T+T)= 
G(x, t, 7). 
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It follows that 
F(x, t, T) = F(x, t + T, T + T) for a.e. (x, t, T) ED x R x R. (1.20) 
Let us now define LS2(T; 8) CLfO,,(R; 8) as the subspace of T-periodic 
functions and in a similar way LS2(T; Y); th e norm is denoted by /I/ ’ I/!# = 
I// . il\co,T) and the duality is 
<e, s># =J’ <e(t), s(t)) dt. 
0 
As before, if d and 9 are identified then jj/ elii~ = (e, e), . 
Now let s = .X(e) be defined for every t E R by 
X(e) (t) = [K(t) + G(t, t)] e(t) - /” F(t, T) e(T) &. 
--m 
(1.21) 
From Lemma 1.1, Proposition 1.3 follows immediately. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. X is a linear continuous operator from LS2(T, 8) to 
L,2(T; 9) and we haze the estimate 
with 
(1.22) 
A, = sup II K(t)ll + 2 j-+k’) do. 
tE[O,T] 0 
2. FORMULATION OF THE SIGNORINI PROBLEM 
2.1. Let a&2 and a$ be open disjoint subsets of aQ with (n - l)- -- 
measure >0 such that as;! = a,Q u 8,s u a& u a,Q and we suppose that on 
a,Q u a&J a regular surface force, with only a tangential component on a,Q, 
is given. 
Let co(t) and so(t) be the strain and stress fields imposed to our medium -0; 
e”(t) can arise, for instance, from a thermal dilatation due to a temperature field 
or/and from a field of displacements given onto a,Q u a,Q, so(t), as a particular 
solution of tDs = q~, can arise from the external field of forces acting on the 
medium (see (1.4), (1.5) (1.6)). 
In a naive formulation of the Signorini problem on a,52 we have the comple- 
mentary possibilities 
(2.1) 
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the first corresponding to “no-contact and no-reaction” and the second one to 
“contact with only normal reaction,” i.e., “contact without friction,” where 
we denote by u the displacement and by s the total stress. The total stress s is 
then the sum of so and of an unknown stress (3 balancing the reaction on a4Q; so 
in the condition (2.1) s may be replaced by U. 
2.2. In order to give a rigorous formulation of the Signorini problem we 
must first of all determine precisely what uN ., < 0 on a&2 means. For this let --- 
Hi/2(8,Q u a&) = {v E ZW2(aQ); supp 9 C a.$ u a4Q}; it is a closed subspace 
of H1i2(3Q) and so it is a Hilbert space for the induced norm; 
927 = H1,/2(a,Q) 
= (9 EL~(~,$); there exists I/ E Hi”(a,Q u 8,52) with 4 == y on a&‘}. 
It is a Hilbert space for the natural quotient topology. 
If the boundary of a&2 in 8Q is regular a more manageable characterization of 
H’*/“(a,Q) is given in [21]. 
Let 2 be the usual positive cone in L2(aQ), i.e., L! = {g’ EL2(aQ); for every f 
representative of p, f(x) > 0 a.e. x E aQ>; then La(X)) is an ordered topological 
vector space (for the definition see [7, 261) moreover, L2(ZI) is a lattice; i.e., 
for every finite family {vr ,..., vn} one has sup{yr ,..., qn} EL2(&Q). 
Using the trace theorem and the order properties of H’(Q) established by Lewy 
and Stampacchia [19] it is possible to prove (see [18]) that 
H112(X?) is an ordered topological vector space sublattice of L2(aQ). 
The same results are valid for Hi’2(a,Q u a$), obviously. 
Now let y1 , y2 E Hy2(a,Q); then we define 
(2.2) 
where 
sup*(~r , y2) = restriction to a,sz of sup(& , 1c12), 
4i I+2 = vi , i = 1,2 and $bi E H:“(a,Q u a&?). 
(2.3) 
It is easily seen that sup.+(~r , v2) d oes not depend on the choice of the repre- 
sentatives #i and #2 and also that this definition coincides with the definition of 
sup(yr , v2) in L2(a,sZ). In the same way the positive cone 9 of Hz2(a,Q) is the 
restriction to a$ of the positive cone of Hi’“(a& u a$) and we have 
33 = H1,/2(a,Q) is an ordered topological vector space sublattice of L”(a,sZ). (2.4) 
409/61/1-z 
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Now let L: VP -+ H!f!(i3&2) be defined by 
Lu = restriction to i3,Q of uh. . (2.5) 
Obviously L is linear and continuous; moreover, L is onto as composition of the 
trace application u e (yu~i)izl,. . . ,~ and the projection of a vector of R” onto the 
linear subspace generated by V(X). 
We can now formulate rigorously the condition u,,, < 0 on a&’ as 
Lu E -!4. (2.6) 
9, the dual space of 39, is a Hilbert space of distributions defined in 652 that 
can easily be characterized by using the results of Lions and Magenes [21] or 
Hormander [17]. The duality g and 9 will be denoted by a point and b . g 
is the virtual work of the normal contact force g for the virtual displacement b 
normal to the boundary; when g EL~(~,Q) then 
Let HO C 9 be the polar cone to R, then the condition oN < 0 on a.&’ can be 
written as 
UN E so. (2.7) 
The transpose tL: 9 -+ 3’ of L for the duality between 39, 9 and ‘V, 9 is linear 
continuous, one-to-one and has a closed image tL9 in 9. Thanks to this fact 53 
and !$ have mutually polar images 6 = L-‘(R) C 9’” and Go = tLR” C 9. 
Moreover, thanks to the injectivity of D and the closure of DV in 6, Q and Go 
also have mutually polar images 6 = DB C d and O” = tD-l(Qo) C .Y. The 
situation is summed up in the diagram 
It is now easy to see that the unilateral constraints (2.1) can be written as the 
complementarity system 
Lu E -53, UN E 330, Lu . 01. = 0, (2.8) 
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or in the two other equivalent ways 
u E -L-l@), iLU>, E 60, {u, tLffN> = 0, (2.9) 
E=DUE-6, u E 00, (6, u) = 0. (2.10) 
2.3. We can now state the Cauchy-Signoriniproblem: Given the initial 
time to , and for t E R the strain and stress fields co(t) and so(t), find c(t) E& 
and u(t) E Y such that for almost every t > to the relations (2.10) are satisfied and 
4) $ so(t) = XtO(c)(t) + gt,(t), whereXtO is defined by (1.18). In Section 3 we 
prove the existence, uniqueness, and regularity of this problem extending some 
previous results of Duvaut [II]; the study of the asymptotic behavior brings to 
light the particular situation of K EE 0. 
2.4, If hypothesis (H3) is satisfied, and if e”(t) and s”(t) are T-periodic 
functions, then it is possible for us to study the existence of T-periodicc(t)ando(t) 
fields verifying the Signorini conditions (2.10) and u(t) -- s,(t) = .X(6 j- eo) (t), 
where X is defined by (1.21). 
The study of the periodic Signoriniproblem is presented in Section 4; however, 
it is interesting to point out at once the peculiarity of this problem when K = 0. 
Indeed in this case the constitutive law can be written 
s(t) = it F(t, T) [e(f) - e(T)] d7 
- --m 
(2.11) 
and it is obvious that T-periodic stresses will be produced by strains of the form 
e(t) = at +p(t), a: E d and p(t) is T-periodic, (2.12) 
and s(t) = 0 if e(t) is constant as a function of t. 
Because of the secular term at we must suitably change the Signorini uni- 
lateral constraints (2.10) or (2.1); this we do, taking into account that the periodic 
stress field u(t) is the asymptotic stable state of a Cauchy-Signorini problem, 
in Section 4.3. 
3. THE CAUCHY-SIGNORINI PROBLEM 
3.1. First of all we give a rigorous statement of the Cauchy-Signorini 
problem (with to = 0 for simplicity). 
Let &: ]-IX), 0[ --f d be the given history of e up to the initial time to = 0, 
such that e^ E L2(R-; 8) or e” E Lf,,,(R_; E) and is bounded in a neighborhood of 
-XII. 
Let e” EL&JR; 8) and so E L&JR; 9) be the imposed strain and stress 
fields. Then the Cauchy-Signorini problem is the following: 
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(I) Find E EL~,JR; G”) and u EL&,,(R; 9) such that 
--E(t) E a:, 
c(t) = 8(t) - e”(t) 
a(t) L so(t) = 3Y(c + e”) (t) 
u(t) E co, (e(t), u(t)) = 0 
a.e. f < 0, (3.1) 
a.e. tER, (3.2) 
a.e. t > 0, (3.3) 
where % is given by (1.21) and the cone (5 in Section 2.2. 
Let us remark that the unilateral constraints (3.3) are considered only for 
t > 0 because the history of our medium starts when it begins to be worked out, 
but the unilateral constraints are completely defined only when the medium 
has been totally worked up. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (HI), (H2), and 
(H4) There exists m > 0 such that a.e. in Q x R, and for all symmetric 
tensors ( fij) 
be r;erified. 
Then there exists a unique solution of the Cauchy-Signorini problem (I), con- 
tinuously depending on the data. 
In a slightly different case this theorem has been established by Duvaut [l 11. 
Obviously problem (I) can be equivalently written as a subdifferential equa- 
tion, where I+& denotes the indicator function of the convex 0; 
(II) Find E E Lt,,,(R&; 8) and (T E L&JR+; Y) such that 
4) E wL.(-4t)) for a.e. t > 0, (3.4) 
u(t) = &l(E) @I + g”(t), (3.5) 
where X, is dejined by (1.18) with t, = 0 and 
g”(t) = -so(f) + (K(t) + G(t, t)) e”(t) - so F(t, T) e(7) d7 - Lt F(t, T) eO(r) d7; 
-al 
(3.6) 
or like a variational inequality: 
(III) Find E E L&JR+; &) such that for a.e. t > 0, c(t) E --(5, and 
<SO(c) (t) + y(t), v - c(t)) > 0 for all Y e -6, 
mhere Z. is dejined by (1.18) with to = 0 andgO by (3.6). 
(3.7) 
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From (1.17) and (H4) it follows that 
(3.8) 
and so L& is coercive on L2(]0, t*[; 8) if t* is small enough and continuous, 
from Proposition 1.2. 
Moreover, go EL~(]O, t*[; 8) and so, in order to apply the Stampacchia result 
(see, e.g., [2fl) to obtain a local existence and uniqueness theorem, we need only 
replace the family of local inequalities (3.7) with a global one. 
So Ict us define 
E = (e E L2(]0, t*[; 6); e(t) E t5 for a.e. t E IO, t*[). 
It is a closed, convex nonempty cone of L2(]0, t*[; S). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The family of local inequalities (3.4) is equivalent to the 
global inequality 
-EEE and (To(c) -+ go, v - E)(~,~*) >, 0 for all v E A. (3.9) 
A proof can be found in [20, Chap. 2, Theorem 2.11; a completely different and 
very general proof has been communicated to us by J. J. Moreau. 
So we find the existence of a local solution l t* cL2(]0, t*[; 8); but now we can 
consider the same local Cauchy-Signorini problem starting at to = t* where the 
history of e is 
&,* = t?(t) for t < 0, 
= eo(t> + 4t) for 0 < t < t*. 
Always from (1.17) and (H4) it follows that X,, is continuous and coercive on 
L2(]t*, 2t*[; 8) and also gy*, defined as in (3.6) is in L2(]t*, 2t*[; 6). The 
Stampacchia theorem ensures the existence and uniqueness of the solution on 
It*, 2t*[, and so on. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete. 
3.2. We now study the time regularity of the solution, obtaining a 
global regularity theorem depending on the regularity of &, e”, so. From this 
theorem it follows that (3.1) to (3.7) are valid everywhere, not just “almost 
everywhere.” 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (Hl), (H2), (H4) and the regularity assumptions 
(H5) K(x, t) is Lipschitzian with respect to t, a.e. un$ormly in x, 
(H6) there exists h, > 0 and a wnnegatize numerical function fi defined 
and integrable on R, such that for a.e. (x, t) E Q x R, all Q- & t and all 0 < / h / < 
h,: I F(x, t + h, 7 + h) -+, t, 41 < I h Ifi@ - ~1, 
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(H7) e” E H&,(R; 8) and so E H&JR; 9’) and &E W(R-; 8) or 
e^ E HfO,(R-; 8) and & is bounded and Lipschitzian in a neighborhood of --CC). 
be vui$ed. 
Then the solution of the Cauchy-Signovini problem (I) verifies 
EE H:,,(R;b) and u E H:-,(R; 9). 
Proof. From (3.1), (3.2), and the regularity assumptions it follows imme- 
diately that E E Hl(]a, O[; 8) and c E HQz, O[; Y) for all a E R- . 
From (3.3) it follows for all j h small enough that 
<4t + h) - 40, Ott + h) - 4t)) < 0 
and so denoting by C, the usual differential quotient we have 
(Vh4t), Vh@)> < 0. (3.10) 
From (3.2) and (1.21) we can easily compute VjLu(t), obtaining 
L’hu(t) == -v,sO(t) + S(V,c -j- V,eO) (t) + VihK(t) [c(t + h) + eo(t - h)] 
+ V,G(t, t) [4t + h) $ e”(t i h)] 
t - s ((Ftt + h, T + h) - F(t, 7))jh) [C(T + h) + eO(T + h)] dT, --m (3.11) 
and so we deduce 
<vi&, .x,(V,~>>(,,t*, < (P’, VJr~ho.t*) 3 
where the expression of g(l) can be easily reconstructed from (3.6) and (3.11). 
From (3.8) and the regularity assumptions it follows, with tedious but standard 
arguments, that 
for all h with 1 h / small enough. So 
E E Hl(]a, (t*/2)[; 6) and also ,, E Hl(]a, (t*/2)[; 9’) for all a E R- 
But now we can repeat the same argument starting from t*/2 instead of 0. 
QED. 
It would be interesting to study the regularity of the solution with respect to 
the space variables. 
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3.3. From a mechanical point of view it is useful to know the behavior 
of the solution (c(t), u(t)) of problem (I) as t + +co. Such an asymptotic 
behavior will be essentially connected with the existence of a function q(t), 
verifying the assumption 
(H8) There exists a continuous real-valued function q defined for t > 0 
such that 
q(t) > 0 for all t > 0, 
(3.12) 
(3.13) sup q(T) I‘+=f(t - T) (l/q”(t)) ((f(t - s) q(s) ds) dt < az, 
T>O -7 
and there exists a constant Q > 0 and a real-valued measurable function p defbzed 
071 R- , such that 
.ib;“f(t - T) (l/q”(t)) (!;“i(e, (10) dt -( (2~(7) for a.e. 7 E R- , (3.14) 
where QL is the constant of (H4) and f is the ,faznction of (H2). 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) A polynomial q(t) = a, + a,t + ... + anltnL > 0 for t > 0 
with m > 0 verifies (3.13) only if 
u > [-“f(8) d0. 
- I, 
(3.15) 
(ii) If (3.15) is true then q(t) = a, > 0 verifies (3.13). 
(iii) lf (3.15) is true then for a.e. (x, t) E Q x R and all symmetric (Eii) 
(3.16) 
(iv) If CY < Jim f (8) d0 then there exists S > 0 such that q(t) = est verifies 
(3.13). 
(v) If q(t) > A, > 0 then we can take P(T) = 1. 
(vi) If q(t) > A, > 0 and 4(t) = J:“.f(e) d0 is in D(R+) nL”(R+) 
1 ,-.:p < +a, then 
satisfies (3.14) and is in D’(R_) n L”(R-). 
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Proof. (i) Let us remark first of a11 that 
4(T) jtmf(t - 7) u/m) j) - 4 P(S) ds dt 7 
~~ Josef SoSir 
(3.17) 
f(4 (dd do + 7 - 4kz2(~ + a du de 
and hence if (3.13) is true then for all 7 > 0 
and so taking the limit as 7 - $00 we have (3.15). 
(ii) is obvious from (3.17). 
(iii) If (3.15) is true then for a.e. (x, t) E Q x R and all symmetric (fij) 
we have from (H4) 
from which (3.16) follows. 
(iv) Let q(t) = est then (3.17) implies 
= Jo’mf(OJ e-8e joe+’ e-““f(~) dU d0 < (i’@f(O) e--6e do)“, 
so we need only prove that, for a suitable 6 > 0, 
\+mf(0) ee8@ dB < a < j+m/(0) de. 
‘0 0 
Indeed given 0 < y < 01 let 0, > 0 such that J?f(0) d0 < y/2, then choosing 
6 2 UP,) log(W) J?ff(e) dQ), we have 
s 
+“f(O) e-se d0 < y < a. 
0 
(v) Obvious from well-known results on convolution. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let the assumptions (Hl), (H2), and (H4) be satisjed and let 
q(t) be a function ve-rijying (H8). If (cl, 1 u ) and (cZ , u2) are the solutions of the 
C.S. problem (I) corresponding to the histories .!?I and 2, such that 
1 ’ II&~(T) - ~~(T’)II~ P(T) dT < +a (3.18) --co 
and to the same e” and so, then there exist L, , L, E IO, + co[ such that 
s +3c / cl(t) - c2(t)lj2 (l/$-(t)) dt <L, so II 4(d - e^2(7112 CL(T) dT, (3.19) 0 -cc 
j’m i/ al(t) - a2(t)lj2 (l/$(t)) dt CT L2 Jo jJ C,(T) - &(~)/l~ P(T) d7. (3.20) 
0 --33 
Proof. Let E = or - l 2 and o = ‘or - ua then for a.e. t E R+(e(t), u(t)) < 0; 
with 
u(t) = ,x,(c) (t) - j_‘:, F(t, T) (&) - C,(T)) dT. (3.21) 
Putting c*(t) = c(t)/q(t) we have for a.e. t E R, 
(c*(t), [K(t) + G(t> t)] e*(t)) < (c*(t), (l/q(t)) J’% F(t, T) q(T) e*(T) d+ 
From (H4) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have 
Oi II bill G UldtN (Jbtf 0 - T> Q(T) q2 g/P - T> a(4 II ~*kl12q1’2 
+ (l/q(t)) (S,+Yf(@) de)l” ( j:af (t - T) 11 ‘%(T> - e”2(7)/i2 dr)1’2 
and so for each 7 > 0 
012 s o+” II E*(t)l12 d  
< (1 + 17) jo+mll c*(T>il” ldT) j+mf ct - 7) (l/q2tt)) (i*f ct - s, ds) ds) dtl d7 7 
+ (1 + (l/q)) j;m /I&l(T) - &(T)1i2 [JI:-f,t - T> (lh2@)) (l+mf(a) dodtf dT, 
from which (3.19) follows, thanks to (H8). The proof of (3.20) uses the previous 
result and (3.21). Q.E.D. 
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Let us point out two remarkable particular cases that can be considered as 
mean asymptotic stability results, with a clear mechanical interpretation, but 
for which we need condition (3.15). Thanks to Lemma 3.l(iii), condition (3.15) 
implies K # 0 and recalling the example of Section 1.3 we can say that (3.15) 
characterizes a soZid viscoelastic material. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let (Hl), (H2), (H4), (3.15) and 
be verified. Then for all 0 > 0 we have 
(3.22) 
cr2(~)l12 d7 = 0. 
(3.23) 
Proof. From Lemma 3.l(ii) we can take q(t) = const > 0; but with such a 
choice we can define (Lemma 3.1(v)) P(T) = 1. Q.E.D. 
Using Lemma 3.l(vi) and the same arguments we prove 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let (Hl), (H2), (H4), (3.15) and 
%4t> = “(+k) de is in L2(R,.) (3.24) 
be veri$ed, 
If 2, , Z2 E&(R-; 8) an d are bounded in a neighborhood of --GO, then for all 
8 > 0, (3.23) is true. 
Let us also recall that if we make more stringent assumptions on the behavior 
off (0) for 8 --f -t co, it will be possible to use the Gronwall lemma in order to 
obtain uniform asymptotic estimates. For reasons of space we leave the details 
to the reader. 
3.4. For solid linear viscoelastic materials we now prove that the 
solution of problem (I) approaches, in a suitable way, the solution of a delayed 
elastic Signorini problem. 
First of all we make on the retarded elasticity matrix k’,(x) the following 
hypothesis. 
(H9) K,(x) is a measurable bounded fourth-order tensor Jield dejined on 52 
satisfying the symmetry relations 
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the coercivity condition: there exists LY, > 0 such that for all symmetric ((ii) and 
a.e. x E Q 




1 hijlpn(x, t) - hcaijlm(x)~p dt <L, < +co. 
0 
Let us denote by K,: d--f .Y the linear continuous operator defined by 
e(x) !--) K=(x) e(x), and let us recall a now-classical result of Fichera [14] and 
Lions and Stampacchia [22] on the elastic Signorini problem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let s,O E -9’ and ezO E d be given; there exists a unique 
(%z > o,) E d >: S such that 
=s + s,” = K,(c, -t em’>, 
(3.25) 
-6, E Q, urn E 00, <%c > a,) = 0. 
We can now state our result on the mean asymptotic behavior. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let the assumptions (Hl), (H2), (H4), (3.15), and (H9) be 
satis$ed; let (eEo, s,O) E 8 x Y such that ai” ! co(t) - ecoo j,2 dt < +CO, 0 s +7J /, so(t) - s,’ !I2 dt < +CO; (3.26) 0 
and let (E= , urn) Ed X -4a be the solution of (3.25). If (e(t), o(f)) is the solution 
of problem (I) we have for all 0 > 0 
)jh(ljO) f”‘.” :i e(t) - E, i[’ dt = /jmm(l/O) I”‘” j; u(t) - urn ji2 dt = 0. (3.27) 
-t t 
Proof. With the usual monotonicity argument we have for a.e. t > 0, 
(e(t) - Em > x3(4) - ET.)> < (G) - cc 1 gz(t)>, 
where 
g,(t) -= (K, -- K(t)) ~7. T (so(t) - s,) - Xo(e,O - eO(t)) $- (K, - K(t)) eco 
c r F(t, r) e(T) dT. 
--c 
Thanks to the assumptions made, (3.27) now follows easily. Q.E.D. 
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Under hypothesis (H8) we can have other mean asymptotic estimates similar 
to Theorem 3.3; the Gronwall lemma, when applicable, allows us to obtain 
uniform asymptotic estimates. 
3.5. Let us point out that all the results stated are true for the usual 
Cauchy problem where the unilateral constraints are replaced by bilateral 
boundary conditions. 
4. THE PERIODIC SIGNORINI PROBLEM 
4.1. In order to give a rigorous statement of the periodic Signorini 
problem we must carefully distinguish between the solid case (the easier one 
treated in Section 4.2) and the case where K E 0. 
4.2. Let us start with the solid case. Let us suppose that e” E L,2( T; ~5) 
and so EL,~(T; S); then the periodic Signorini problem can be stated: 
(PI) find E E LS2( T; 8) and u E L,z( T; 9’) such that 
u(t) + s”(t) = X(6 -k e”) (t) a.e. tER, (4.1) 
--E(t) E 6, u(t) E 00, (c(t), o(t)) = 0 ae. t E R, (4.2) 
where X is defined by (1.21) and CC in section 2.2. 
As in Section 3.1 we can state problem (PI) as a family of variational inequal- 
ities or subdifferential equations. In any case it is useful to give a global equiwalent 
formulation; in view of this let 
(5, ={eELa2(T;&);e(t)ECSfora.e.tER}. 
We can then given the global formulation 
(PII) Find E E L,2( T; &) and u EL,~( T; 9’) vmijying (4.1) and 
0 E +a,(+. (4.1) 
From Proposition 1.3, Theorem 4.1 follows easily. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (HI) to (H4), and (3.15) be satisfied. Then the periodic 
Signoriniproblenz (PI) OY (PII) has a unique solution. 
With the same proof as that for Theorem 3.2 we have 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (Hl) to (H6), and (3.15) be veri$ed and Zet e” E HS1(O, T; 6) 
and so E H,l(O, T; 9). Then the soluzion of (PI) is E E H,‘(O, T; S) and 
u E H,‘(O, T; 9). 
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As for the asymptotic stability it is natural to study what type of history for 
the Cauchy problem gives rise to a deformation asymptotically converging to a 
periodic one when e” and so are T-periodic. For this we can apply Theorem 3.3 
and its corollaries; in particular Corollary 3.2 implies the mean asymptotic 
stability of the periodic solution. 
Let us also remark that the previous results are true for a bilateral periodic 
problem. 
4.3. Let us now consider the case K = 0, which corresponds to a 
JIaxwell material in Section 1.3; then the constitutive equation can be written 
s(t) = G(t, t) e(t) - It F(t, T) e(T) dT = J‘t F(t, T) (e(t) - e(T)) (E7, 
-co --co 
so it appears clearly that, at least formally, 
{f e(t) = at + p(t) with p T-periodic, then s is T-periodic. (4.4) 
Thanks to the secular terms at it is impossible that e(t) E (5 for a.e. t E R; more- 
over, the interest of a solution with s(t) T-periodic lies in its asymptotic character, 
i.e., for t large enough. 
Remarking that we can also take co(t) = sot + p”(t) with a0 E & and 
p” E Ls2( T; 8) we can now formulate the periodic Signoriniproblem for a Maxwell 
material. 
(MPI) Let a0 E 8, p” E L,2( T; G”), so E Ls2( T; 9) begiven;$nd (to , a, p, CT) E 
R x 8 x L,2( T; 8) x Lg2(T, 9) such that for a.e. t E R, 
s’(t) -t a(t) = (fm F(t, 7) (t - T) d7) (a + a”) 
+ s_: F(t, 7) (P(t) + p’(t) - P(T) - P”(T)) dr, 
(4.5) 
for a.e. t > t, , 
a(t) E %&at -P(t)). (4.6) 
If y(t) is a T-periodic function with values in the Hilbert space 3, we denote 
by rj? it mean value, i.e., 9) = (l/T) Gus ds and we set $Z = 9 - q; clearly + 
is a periodic function with zero mean value. 
We now state another formulation of the periodic Signorini problem for a 
Maxwell material. 
(MPH) Let a0 E 8, p” EL,~( T; 8) and so EL#~( T; .V) be given. Find 
(a, p, a) E d x L,2(T; 8) x Ls2( T; 9) satisfying (4.5) and 
6 E W&--a), (4.7) 
u(t) E &&(-p(t)) for a.e. t E R. (4.8) 
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PROPOSITIO~V 4.1. The formulations (MPI) and (MPH) of the periodic Signorini 
problem are equivalent. 
Proof. Let (to, a, pi, CT) be a solution of (MPI). Thanks to (4.6) for a.e. 
t > to and Vn E N at + anT + PI(t) E -C and thanks to the convexity of C for 
a.e. t > to and all real p > 0 at + up + PI(t) E -C. A classical argument on 
closed convex cones implies then that 
--aEC 
Thanks to (4.6) we have also for a.e. t > to 
0 = <at + pi(t), u(t)> = (act + T) + p,(t), u(t)> 
and hence 
(0, u(t)> = 0, 
from which it follows that 
(a, 0) = 0, 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
where C? E Q” is the mean value of u(t) and hence (4.7) is satisfied. 
Now let n, E N be such that n,T > to + T and let us define 
p&t> = anoT + pdt) EJL’(T; a>, 
for which obviously 
-t J F(t) T) (h(t) + P”(t) - PI(T) - P”(T)) dT --a 
= St W 4 h(t) + ~“(4 - P&> - P”(T)> dT. 
-cc 
In order to prove that (a, pa , u) is a solution of (MPII) we have only to verify 
(4.8). To do th’ 1s we demonstrate first of all that 
-Pdt) E (2 for a.e. t E R. (4.11) 
Indeed we can write 
Pdt) = 4t + 44 Tl + Pl(t + cl(t) T) + aLnoT - t - Ml 
and so in order to have (4.11) we have only to choose nl(t) E 2 such that 
to < t + nl(t) T < to + T < n,T. 
Moreover, from (4.10) we have 
(u(t), p,(t)> = (a(t), an,T t PI(t)> = (u(t), at + pi(t)> = 0 
and hence also (4.8) is verified. 
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Now let (a, p, CJ) be a solution of (MPII); we then prove that (to = 0, a, p, 0) 
is a solution of (MPI). Indeed from (4.7) and (4.8) it follows that --a E K and 
for a.e. t E R p(t) E -6 so 
at +p(t)E -E for a.e. t :, 0. 
Since u(t) E CO we have only to prove that 
<at + p(t), o(t)> =0 for a.e. t > 0 (4.12) 
but we know from (4.8) that (p(t), a(t)> = 0 f or a.e. t > 0; moreover, the con- 
stant function --a E K and so (a, a(t)) 3 0 for a.e. t E R but 0 = (a, 6) = 
(l/T) l; (a, u(t)) dt = 0 and hence (a, u(t)) = 0 for a.e. t E R, from which 
(4.12) follows. Q.E.D. 
4.4. We consider from now on the periodic Signorini problem in the 
form (MPG), which can be also written as a system of two coupled variational 
inequalities. For this we set 
x&z) (t) = (f,qt, 7) (t - T> d7) a> (4.13) 
%(P) (4 = ft W, T) (P(t) - P(T)) d7 == 1” F(t, 7) (F(t) - p”(4) dT = K(#)(t), 
--cc 33 (4.14) 
b0 = -so + Xl(UO) + s&p”), (4.15) 
and then 
a = 2,(u) + zqp) + 60. 
Hence (4.7), (4.8) and (4.5) can be written 
-UEK, -P(t) E 0: for a.e. t E R 
(a - a, 2q2 + x^z(p) + 60) >, 0 VCtE-4 
(v - p(t), =%a + %(P)(t) + bow 2 0 vv E -6, for a.e. t E R. 
Putting, as in Section 4.1, 
C5+ = {p EL+.~( T; 8); for a.e. t E R, p(t) E K}, 
the analog of Proposition 3.1 allows us to write (MPII) as 
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(MPIII) Let a0 E 6, p” eLg2( T; &), and so E LS2(T; 9) be given. Find 
(a, p) E & x LS2(T; E) such that 
-aE(5, --p~~#, (4.16) 
(a - a, Xl(a) + S2(p) + b”> 3 0 va E --o, (4.17) 
<v - p, K(a) t K(P) + bO)(o.r) 3 0 VVE-(I#, (4.18) 
where X, , X2, and b” aye defined by (4.13), (4.14), and (4.15). 
As for the uniqueness of the solution of (MPII) or (MPIII) we can first of 
all show the following result, easily proved. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If (u,p) is a solution of (MPIII) then (a,~ + /3) with 
-+I E CC is also a solution of (MPIII) with the same u”, p”, so if and only if 
(B, -%(4 + Z(P) + so) = 0. 
Moreover, the eventual solutions of (MPIII) for the same u”, pa, so describe a convex 
set. 
4.5. A Mechanical Comment 
The connection between the formulations (MPI) and (MPII) can be more 
easily understood if they are expressed in terms of the duality between g, 
the space of the restriction on 8,Q of the normal to the boundary displacements, 
and 9, the spaces of associated normal forces. In these terms (MPI) becomes 
for a.e. t > to: g(t) 6 Wd -b(t))7 (4.19) 
where b(t) should be of the form b(t) = ,& + q(t) with /3 E SY and 4 E LS2( T; 28). 
In the same terms (MPII) becomes 
Q E Wd-8), (4.20) 
for a.e. t E R: 
g(t) E %M -P(t))- (4.21) 
The constitutive law is implicitly determined as the general solution of a 
boundary value problem on Q, which we write 
g = ,x,(P) + ,x,k) + b, > 
where X2(q) depends only on 4, i.e., Y,(g) = Yz(q). 
Equation (4.20) implies, at least formally, that 
for a.e. x E a@, <$+!) S(x) = 0, 
(4.22) 
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and furthermore, since g is nonpositive, 
g(x) =: o c- a.e. t E R, g(x, t) = 0. 
Hence we see that the normal reaction g(x, t) is zero (together with all the other 
reactions, thanks to sir = 0) at a.e. point x where the secular term /3(x) is 
negative; this is a mechanically obvious result: For time t large enough there 
will be no contact at this point. 
Moreover, it is easy to understand why p may be chosen as a negative function. 
Indeed let (6,g) be a solution of (4.19) and (4.20) and let h, be a constant field 
belonging to B? such that 
b, . g = 0 and for a.e. t E R, 4(t) f 6, E --52; 
then (b -; b”, g) is another solution of (4.19) and (4.22), as is seen directly (or by 
using Proposition 4.2). If we choose, as is possible, 
b,(x) --: - zi dx, 4, (4.23) 
then (b T b, , g) is a solution of (4.19) and (4.22) and so we may ask q to be a 
negative function at least if (4.23) defines an element of 9. Hence it appears 
natural to ask for the existence of such a supremum, which will be ensured by 
Proposition 4.3. 
4.6. With the notation of Section 2.2, we recall first of all a particular 
case of some results of Jean [ 181. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let I’ = H’l”(aQ) or Y = H:l”(a$ v a&) and let 9 be 
the usual positive cone in L2(a.Q). 
If I$ E H,l(O, T; Y) then the family (4(t); t E [0, T]) admits in Y a supremum 
denoted sup,(#). Moreover, the mapping sup,: H+l(O, T; Y) - Y has the prop- 
erties 
(i) there exists p1 > 0 such that for all # E H,‘(O, T; I’) 
I/ s;P(#)ily G PI Ii * I~H,~o.~-:Y); 
(ii) z” K E Y, then 
yp(# + k) = s;p($) i-k 
(iii) if #(t) E -2 n Y for all t E [O, T], then supt t/~ E -S n I-; 
(iv) for all $ E H,l(O, T; Y) we have #(t) - sup,(#) E ---I’ n Y fov aZZ 
t E [0, T]. 
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Taking into account the definition of sup&v1 ,q~a) for vr , q+ ~9 given in 
Section 2.2, let q~ E H,l(O, T; a) and let # E H+l(O, T; H~/2(8; u 2,Q)) be such 
that for all t E [0, T] $(x, t)ja,o = q(x, t), then we define 
stip*(cp) = restriction to a$ of srrp(#). (4.24) 
It is easily seen that supi* does not depend on # and so verifies the properties 
considered in Theorem 4.3. In particular, if g)(t) E -9 for all t E [0, T] then 
SUPER E -9 and hence we can give a meaning to (4.23); moreover, for all 
q~ E H,l(O, T; 99) we have p)(t) - sup&v) E --R for all t E [0, T]. 
Remembering the diagram given at the end of Section 2.2 for z~r , ‘u$ E P’ we 
define 
supv(EJr , @*) = L-1 sup*(Lv, ) LV,), 
where L-1 is a linear continuous right inverse of L; more generally if 
‘u E H,l(O, T; Y) we shall define 
sLlp$+) --= L- l sllp*(Lv) E 9 -. (4.25) 
It is easily seen that sup9-: H,‘(O, T; W”) - Y’ verifies the following conditions. 
(i) There exists /*a > 0 such that for all 2r E H+r(O, T; Y) 
ii suPv-(~)l~~~ G p2 II c ~IH,~(o.T;Y) . 
f 
(ii) If K is a constant 9”-valued function, then 
sttp& $ k) = strp&~) + L-‘Lk. (4.26) 
(iii) If -v(t) E 05 = {u E V”; Lu E A} for all t E [0, T], then SUP+-~(V) E -05. 
(iv) for all U E H,l(O, T, Y) we have v(t) - SUP~-~(V) E -05 for all 
t E [0, T]. 
To prove (iv) we have only to remark that 
v(t) - stlp&) = a(t) - L-‘Lv(t) i- L-l(Lu(t) - syp*(Lv)) 
and that v(t) - LplLv(t) E 6 n -6. 
When q = Du, , e2 = Dv, E G we define 
sup&e, , e,) = D supy(z.r , ~a) =: DL-l sup*(Lv, , Lv,) 
and when e = Dv E H,l(O, T; DV) C H,l(O, T; S) we define 
yx& == D ~;PY(‘u) (4.27) 
and we deduce the following results. 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. Zf e = Da E H,l(O, T; 8) then sup&e) = D super = 
DL-l sup.&Lv) E DV C 8; moreover, the mapping supgl: H,l(O, T; DY) -+ DV 
has the ,following properties. 
(i) There exists p > 0 such that ,for all e = Dv E H,l(O, T; S) 
II yf(e)li 5: P II e I!H+~(~.Ts) . 
(ii) Zf h = Dk is a constant D-t --valued function, then 
s;pg(e 7 h) == sqpg(e) + DL-lLk. 
(iii) Zf e(t) = Dv(t) E -6 for all t E [0, r] then sup&e) E -a. 
(iv) FOY all e = Dv E H,*(O, T; 8) we have e(t) - sup&e) E -C$ for aZZ 
tE[o, rl. 
4.7. We now come to the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let hypotheses (H2), (H3), (H6), and 
(HIO) The .functions f and fi of (H2) and (H6) satisfy 
Ia 0 s 
i-m 
Of 0 d6’ < +a, sJfi(@) do < +a; 
“” 0 
(Hl 1) There exists c > 0 such that for a.e. x E Q and all symmetric (tii) 
(l/T) 1 j’f +” fij&, t, t - 0) 0 dQ dt t%t,n 2 Cc 6% 
z,j,l,m O 0 id 
(H 12) There exists c” > 0 such that fbr all j3 E LS2( T; 8) with zero mean 
(i.e., (I/T) J:)(t) dt = 0) 
where 
(H13) For all p EL,~(T; 6’) we have s,(p) = (l/T) siXz(p) (t) dt = 0 
be satisfied. 
Then for all (a”, p”, so) E 8 x H,l(O, T; 8) x H,l(O, T; Y) 
(i) there exists at least one solution (a, p, U) E 8 x ZZ,l(O, T; 8) x 
H,l(O, T, 9) of the problem (MPII); 
(ii) one solution (a*, p*, a) verifies sup&p*) = 0 and all other solutions 
are (a*, p* + h, a) with -h E a&o(6). 
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Before proving the theorem let us point out that hypotheses (Hll), (H12), 
and (H13), although they may look very restrictive, are easily satisfied in cases of 
practical interest, as is seen in Section 5.2. 
Proof. Let us remark first of all that (HlO), (Hll), and (H13) imply that 
(4.17) has one and only one solution a, so we need only study (4.18), when 
XI(a) is a known function. Hypotheses (H12) and (H13) ensure the mono- 
tonicity of .X2 onto Ls2(T; 8); however, Xa is strictly monotone only onto the 
subspace of periodic functions with zero mean (and j can be in 6, if and only if 
j = 0). Hence we consider the regularized variational inequality, for X > 0: 
Find -p, E Es such that for all -v E KS 
xv - PA > PAhO,T) i- <v - PA > -x,(PJ + hh,r) 2 0% (4.28) 
where 
b,(t) = bO(t) t- K(a)(t). (4.29) 
This variational inequality admits a unique solution p, E -Es; furthermore 
(see [27, Corollary of Theorem 3.11) (4.18) admits a solution if and only if 
there exists A > 0, such that for all h > 0 /Jj p, j;l+ < A. 
Taking Y = PA we have from (4.28) the estimate 
(4.30) 
from which it follows that there exists B, > 0 such that 
for all h > 0. (4.31) 
IVe now admit for a time the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. jh E H,l( T; 6’) and there exists B, > 0 such that for all X > 0: 
II A II.v,wa G B, . 
From Proposition 4.3 (applicable to $,, because j&(t) E DY- for all t E [0, T]) 
we have sup&&) E d and 11 sup,&jn)lj < PB,; hence 
III A - srj~&%)IlI, < B, + /-JW” VA > 0 (4.32) 
and if we define z),,* = $, - sup&J E -E:, we have, remarking that p, = 
jA + PA E H,‘(O, T; DV), and so there exists sup&p,) E - 6, y**(t) - p,,(t) = 
-PA - sup&p, - F,,) = --P, - SU~&~) + DL-lLD-lfiA = T,, E K for all 
t E [0, T] because --P, + DL-lLD-lpA E 6 n -6. 
If we now take v = q,,* in (4.28) we have, thanks to (H13), 
A<% * - p, , P~\(,,,~) 3 T(-r, , a,> ~7: T(-Y, , ho f X,(u)> 
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but -Ye E -0 and so (-T,, , b” + K(a)) > 0 because 6, + yI(u) E O” from 
which it follows, thanks to (4.32), that l;ip, II;+ < jj/ T,,* i/j < B, + pB,T’IZ 
for all h > 0 and (4.30) is satisfied and so (MPII) admits a solution (a, p, u). 
\Ve postpone the proof of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Every solution p of (4.18) belongs to H,l(O, T; 8). 
From this lemma it follows, thanks to Proposition 4.3(iv), that 
p*(t) = p(t) - SYPr(P) E -G . 
Moreover, (a, p*, . U) 1s also a solution of (MPII) because 
SJjPB(P) E -CC and so <yPg(P), %(a) + ho) 2 0. 
Now let (al ) p, , U) be another solution of (MPII); by a simple monotonicity 
arguments it follows that a = a, and p* = a, and so p, = p* -+ h. Hence from 
Proposition 4.2 we have that --h E a&o(6). 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 4.4 we need only give proofs of 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We use the same technique as that used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2. Thanks to monotonicity we have for a.e. t E [0, T] (V&(t), 
Vha,,(t)) < 0, where 
and un(t> = APA + &@A) (t) + %(a) (t) c b”(t). 
So taking into account the hypothesis on 8, so and (HlO) we obtain, after some 
easy but tedious computations, the existence of constants c1 , cz > 0 and /z,, > 0 
such that for all h > 0 and 1 h / ~10, ho] 
Hence taking h - 0 we have 
i3pJat := a$,jat E Lsz(T; 8) 
and thanks to (4.31), 
there exists r3 > 0, for all h > 0 I// apA/at :,/+ < c3 (4.33) 
and so Lemma 4.1 is proved. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. As in the proof of Lemma 4.1 we follow the proof of 
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Theorem 3.2. Thanks to monotonicity we have for a.e. t E [0, T], <V,$(t), 
V&t)) < 0 and then 
from which, taking h ---+ 0, we have the result. 
In this way we have completely achieved the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
5. EXAMPLES 
5.1. Example 1. 
Concrete is an aging viscoelastic solid (see [3] for a review of the subject) 
whose relaxation function satisfies in particular conditions (Hl), (H2), and (H4) 
and so the results of Section 3 apply. We only remark that for concrete e(T) T= 0 
for 7 < 0 since the strain history starts from the casting of the concrete; more- 
over, the imposed strain field e”(t) comprises the shrinkage and the thermal 
dilatation. Let us also recall that the aging phenomena are important in the study 
of long-span concrete arches, large dams, long-span prestressed bridges, etc., 
because such structures are built-up assembling pieces casted at different times 
but the pieces are loaded at the same time. 
5.2. Example 2. 
The study of the mechanical response of a medium submitted to time periodic 
forces or stresses of mechanical or thermal nature (see [4, 131) is basic for the 
study of crack propagation due to time periodic fatigue. This problem, for a 
given configuration of cracks, bears unilateral constraints since the edges of a 
crack can part but cannot interpenetrate each other. The crack is supposed to lie 
in a plane symmetry for the mechanical problem, which allows us to formulate 
conditions of contact mathematically identical to those of contact without friction, 
and so we can apply the considerations of Section 4.3. Hence we consider a 
constitutive law of linear viscoelastic type locally represented by a Maxwell 
element (see Sect. 1.3) of stiffness P(x, t) and viscosity V(.T, t) satisfying the 
following assumptions. 
(a) P(x, t) is a measurable bounded fourth-order tensor field defined on 
.Q x W, such that 
Pm1 = Pmn = PiiVLZ ! 
P(x, t + T) = P(x, t) ae. (t, x); 
there exists c > 0 such that 1 P(x, tl) - P(x, t2)j .< c j t, -- t, / for a.e. 
6, t, 7 t,); 
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there exists 0 < b < k such that for all symmetric (tij) 
KC t?j < C Pijhn5ij4h < kC & * 
i,j i,j.l,nr i.j 
(b) V(x, t) = v(t) Vo( 1, h x w ere V,,(x) is a measurable bounded fourth-order 
tensor jeld defined on Q, v(t) is a T-periodic numerical ,function continuously 
dzjferentiable and with >0 values; moreover, 
there exists 0 < g < v such that for all symmetric (E,j) 
We can then easily see that the periodic Signorini problem can be stated in 
terms of e(x, t) and s*(x, t) = s(x, t)/v(t) which satisfy the system 
s*(t) = v-l(t) P(t) (e(t) - 5(t)) == Pi(t) (e(t) - 4(t)), 
s*(t) = V,((t), 
(5.1) 
from which it follows (formally) that 
(d/dt) (P;‘(t) s*(t)) + V&*(t) = i(t). (5.2) 
From now on we only consider system (5.3) and the corresponding periodic 
Signorini problem, for which we make the following assumption. 
(c) The system (dy/dt) I V;‘Pt(t) y = 0 is uniformly asymptotically stable 
in 8. 
From this assumption we deduce (1.12) with cr , cp independent from 
x E Q. Let us remark that when V;‘P,(t) is symmetric then ca = (k/c) (inft v-l(t)). 
In order to apply Theorem 4.4 we have only to check hypothesis (H12) 
because the others are immediately verified (in particular (H13) follows from 
the second equation of (5.1) or from (5.2)). From (4.14) and (5.1) we have that 
G = 1 %a@) implies that 
fi(t) = P;‘(t) G(t) - (l/T) [r P;+) G(T) dr + St V$+) dr, 
‘0 
where t ct j” V;%(r) d 7 is the T-periodic primitive of Vi% with zero mean 
value. Hence we have Ii! p IilK < ci 1’1 6 I’~+ and 
- x 
(P7 ~h”,T) = (P, zGho,n = K’6 ~hO,T) 2 c Ill P Ill”, 9 
so Theorem 4.4 applies and gives the existence results. 
(5.3) 
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Let us also point out the following mean asymptotic stability result to be 
compared with Theorem 3.3. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let (U 1 , cl) and (uZ , GJ be solutions of the Cauchy- 
Signorini problem corresponding to the same e”, so but to the histories $I , e^, on 
]-co, 01. Then for all 0 > 0 
lim (l/e) 
t*++= s 
t*+e ~j al(t) - uz(t)l12 dt = 0. 
t* 
Proof. From (5.1) we have, putting CJ = (I/V) (ul - CXJ and E = c1 - Ed, 
c(t) = P;‘(t) u(t) + Ja’ V,‘U(T) dr + g, , 
where g, is a fixed element in & depending on 8, - &. Thanks to (c(t), u(t)) < 0 
we have for all t* ; 0 
which yields the result. 
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